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Semco® sealant removal tools

PPG's SEMCO® packaging and application systems product line of sealant removal tools is intended to improve 

sealant removal rates and reduce operator fatigue. The product line consists of eleven tools with various shapes 

tailored for different operations and made from two material types:  CELCON® POM or glass-filled nylon.  

Most aerospace OEMs simply require that the sealant removal tools be made of some form of plastic. Detailed in the 

chart on the next page, the BAC 5000 specification approves generic plastic scrapers to be used on their aircraft with 

the exception of one specific type of application: unpainted aluminum clad exterior fuselage. PPG's Semco packaging 

and application systems group has completed a series of tests on four of our Celcon POM tools in accordance with 

BAC 5000’s key sealant removal test method:  BSS 7384. Those test results are available upon request and enable 

these tools to be used on Boeing Commercial aircraft applications in full compliance with the BAC 5000  

(Part numbers: 235072, 235073, 235074, 235075).

Celcon POM is the industry standard and is most widely used at aircraft OEMs globally, while glass-filled nylon tends 

to be used more by MROs and airlines. On the next page is a list of aircraft programs and the recommended sealant 

removal tools based on industry process specifications:   

Product part numbers from left to right:  235072, 235073, 235074, 235075, 235076, 235077, 235078, 235079, 235080, 235081, 235084



Semco® sealant removal tools

For more information about qualifications or approvals of Semco® Packaging and Application Systems’ sealant 
removal tools, please contact your local application support center. 

Semco is a trademark of PRC-DeSoto International Inc., registered with the U.S. Patent Office.

Celcon is a registered trademark of Celanese Corporation 

All recommendations, statements, and technical data contained herein are based on tests we believe to 
be reliable and correct, but accuracy and completeness of said tests are not guaranteed and are not to be 
construed as a warranty, either expressed or implied. User shall rely on his own information and tests to 
determine suitability of the product for the intended use and assumes all risks and liability resulting from 
his use of the product. Seller’s and manufacturer’s sole responsibility shall be to replace that portion of the 
product of this manufacturer which proves to be defective. Neither seller nor manufacturer shall be liable 
to the buyer or any third person for any injury, loss, or damage directly or indirectly resulting from use of, 
or inability to use, the product. Recommendations or statements other than those contained in a written 
agreement signed by an officer of the manufacturer shall not be binding upon the manufacturer or seller.
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Semco sealant removal tool 

(Part number: 234350, referenced above)

Aircraft program Process specification
Sealant removal 
process type

Part number of 
recommended tool

Boeing commercial 

(737-787)

BAC 5000 

Section 5.2.6.A

Qualified or allowed to 

be used on unpainted 

aluminum clad exterior 

fuselage

234350, 235072, 

235073,235074, 235075

Boeing commercial 

(737-787)

BAC 5000 

Section 5.2.6.B

Compliant for all other 

sealant removal processes 

not referenced above

234350, 235072, 235073, 235074, 

235075, 235076, 235077, 235078, 

235079, 235080, 235081, 235084

Boeing commercial 

(737-787)
BAC 5504

Compliant for all sealant 

removal processes

234350, 235072, 235073, 235074, 

235075, 235076, 235077, 235078, 

235079, 235080, 235081, 235084

Airbus (commercial & military) AIPI 005-005-002-ISS-A2
Compliant for all sealant 

removal processes

234350, 235072, 235073, 235074, 

235075, 235076, 235077, 235078, 

235079, 235080, 235081, 235084

Bombardier (commercial, 

general aviation, & regional jet) BAPS 157-028
Compliant for all sealant 

removal processes

234350, 235072, 235073, 235074, 

235075, 235076, 235077, 235078, 

235079, 235080, 235081, 235084

Various, managed by SAE 

(general aviation, military, 

regional jet, commercial, etc)

AIR 4069
Compliant for all sealant 

removal processes

234350, 235072, 235073, 235074, 

235075, 235076, 235077, 235078, 

235079, 235080, 235081, 235084


